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Subnautica vehicle modification station placement

General DescriptionThe Seacam is a submersible vehicle specializing in camera and surveillance. Crushing depth 200 m (1700 m depth module). He's got the same speed as Seamoth, but he's in lower health than this. It has 2 modes, stationary mode and normal mode. It features camera drone and its own custom
module, Recorder module. It could dock inside Cyclops and Moonpool.1. Exterior Hull DecorationsSeacam is the opening located at the top. There are two propellers on the left and right and two headlights on the front. The upgrade console is on the front panel and your power cell is on the back. There's also a camera
drone at the beginning. Underneath is a sheet metal, the Gravitational Manipulator. This is the same mechanic as Propulsion Cannon.2. Engine placementA motors are divided into two, left and right. Seacam uses a standard power cell and can be charged with its Thermal Reactor and Solar Charger.3. With special
exterior markingson default, Seacam has silver and blue colored body gray lines around it. His name appears at the beginning. This can be changed with the Vehicle Change Station.4. Interior room placementOnly there is one room, which is the control room. However, it can also be called observation room. The control
room is located between the two engine rooms.5. Interior design There's nothing in the control room except the main chair and the control panel around it. Nothing important to note is that the chair can be rotated.6. Hull ShapeSeacam looks almost exactly like Seamoth. In the middle there is a large glass sphere, next to
it there are two curved engine room. Seacam size is a little larger than Seamoth.Features1. Two modesSeacam are two modes, stationary mode and normal mode. Normal mode is pretty much the normal thing a submersible can do. Stationary mode is automatically activated when the Seacam has landed on the
ground/seabed. On the Gravitational Manipulator disk, the Seacam will stick to the ground until we are moving. External factors can't move it. To turn it off, you can easily move the Seacam in any direction.2. Rotating chair In portrait mode, you can rotate the chair to the left or right. This allows us to use the control room
as an observation room because it is made of fully enamelled glass.3. Recorder ModuleThese unique upgrade module, the Seacam can record any case of camera drone or Seacam as well. We can activate as we screenshot in-game. The video will be saved to our PDA. Upgrade module The Seacam upgrade console
has 6 slots. All available seacam update modules:1. Depth moduleMK I: 500 mMK II: 1000 mMK III : 1700 m2. Storage module3. Engine efficiency module4. Solar charger module5. Heat reactor module6. Sonar module7. Recording module (I made it)8. Bait tube module9. Shield Modules1. Titanium Ingot x12. Lubricant
x23. Power Cell x14. Special cabling kit x15. Enamelled glass x26. Plasteel Ingot x17. Camera Drone x1Trivia1. This original vehicle was made from #SubChallenge trollface god is another Subnautica Amino I'm pretty new to mods, so it might be an obvious fix I'm ignoring. I have a lot of mods enabled, most of which do
not significantly change the game, but only quality of life mods (extended quickbind slots, indicator colors, pick up busy containers) and additional basic components. Since it's so much, I hope that someone a little more experienced can help me troubleshooting. I have no problem building the moonpool, but attempting to
build the vehicle upgrade console triggers a glitch in which water fills the moonpool, door frames access the exterior without water physics, ladders are not interactable, and the build animation freezes with the static, glimmering animation still visible, and the console display 100% built (as opposed to just being completed
build). I have tried disabling a few mods that seem like likely culprits, including moonpool vehicle repair, lunar auto storage, and cyclops vehicle upgrade consoles, but none of those have impacted on the glitch (i have removed the satellitepool and tried again every time, to be sure). I doubt that's going to stop me from
playing and finishing the game, but it's uncomfortable. I will try to attach a screenshot of the mods I have enabled below. tl;dr is one of the mods I have so the moonpool glitch when I try to build the vehicle upgrade console. Included Thumbnails I put them in my moonpools, but when I logged in to play the other day they
were all facing backwards...images.akamai.steamusercontent.com/ugc/436075560414216510/A5323700513A10327562462E07F60FBE3CAA1443/ [solved] vehicle modification station positioning issue the first thing first thing, I tried to do it creatively, not sure if it affected you, I tried almost everywhere in the moon pool
room (and outside the moon pool room to see if it was a mistake that reversed the placement restrictions) I tried around the walls, along the boarding gangways, in the water, but didn't go green (I had a PRAWN docked), can you tell me where the valid sites are? Comments Share This article is about subnautica's vehicle
update console. To view the topic article on the Below Zero Wiki, click here. Build your moonpool to upgrade docked vehicles from the vehicle upgrade console to a Seabase module that allows the player to upgrade and customize the Seamoth and shrimp suit. It was created with Habitat Builder and can only be placed
inside a Moonpool. In order for the player to build it, the blueprint must be retrieved from a Data Box. Overview Of The Vehicle Update Console the name and current power level of the docked vehicles. By Center, the player can customize the docked vehicle by renaming or modifying the color scheme: the color picker
works by using the central panel to pick the hue and slider for the better setting color saturation, the grayscale available with minimal saturation and other colors as it has increased. The Vehicle Upgrade Console includes a manufacturer for the production of seamoth and prawn upgrade modules. You can also craft
ammunition for your torpedo system and shrimp Suit Torpedo Arm. Recipe uses crafting common modules ×4 Seamoth Modules Shrimp Suit Modules ×5 × 5 ×5 ×5×4 ×5 Torpedoes Data Bank Entry This terminal allows vehicles to be customized with a variety of naming color scheme and update modules. - Need to
install a compatible moonpool module - Updates can be built by dedicated manufacturer - Updates include additional protection capabilities, scanning equipment and storage Gallery Trivia The previous names of the Vehicle Upgrade Console were the Seamoth Modification Station and the Vehicle Modification Station.
The former can only be used to upgrade the Seamoth: it was present in builds where the Shrimp Suit did not yet exist, and upgrading the Cyclops in these builds required building a Manufacturer's interior to craft the upgrades. Social content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The clarification of the
game does not give me the opportunity to place it anywhere. It doesn't click on the wall or floor like a lopcker or manufacturer, but just hung in front of me at a constant distance. yes, I'm in the moon pool. Yes, I tried elsewhere, restarted the game, so on and so fort. Has anyone found a way around this? It seems this is a
matter of all gamemodes. game modes.
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